The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) published a notice in the Federal Register calling for nomination and comment for the 2016 National Petroleum Reserve-Alaska (NPR-A) Oil and Gas Lease Sale. The notice announces a 30-day period in which interested parties may nominate or comment on available tracts within the NPR-A.

To submit a nomination or comment:

- View and download the NPR-A available tract map and the Nomination and Comment worksheet from the BLM-Alaska website.
- Identify the tracts you are interested in nominating or commenting on by outlining the area on the NPR-A available tract map. Record your nominations and comments using the Nomination and Comment worksheet.
- Mail your completed Nomination and Comment package to: State Director, BLM-Alaska State Office, 222 West 7th Ave., #13, Anchorage, AK, 99513.
- BLM-Alaska must receive all nominations and comments on these tracts for consideration on or before May 1, 2016.

Helpful hints:

- Anyone may submit a nomination or comment.
- When submitting a nomination or comment, be specific and include the tract number(s) and comment(s). The BLM is not responsible for interpretation discrepancies.
- You may include a narrative and any supporting reference information when you submit your nomination or comment.

For more information or assistance with submitting a nomination or comment, please contact the Wayne Svejnoha, Branch Chief Energy & Minerals by telephone: 907-271-4407.